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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes work done during the first year of a program
entitled, "Research on Mercury Cadmium Telluride".

Progress on the proposed

tasks is outlined here, together with a review of our accomplishments.
-

These tasks include the design of a new epitaxial reactor, the growth of
high quality CdTe and HgCdTe on both GaAs and CdTe substrates, and the
development of a comprehensive theory for the growth of CdTe in OMCVD
systems.
A number of papers have been submitted on our work.

-

These are attached

as Appendices to this report.
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of this program is
Telluride and related compounds.

to conduct research on Mercury Cadmium
Its emphasis is on the growth and charac-

terization of thin films of these materials by means of Organometallic Vapor
Phase Epitaxy.

This report outlines tasks proposed and the accomplishments

during the first year.
ACCOMPLISHED DURING THE FIRST YEAR

SWORK

Reactor Upgrade:
An existing epitaxial reactor was adapted to meet the special
needs of this program, during the early months of our effort.

research

Specifically,

one mass flow controller channel was installed for the cadmium source, and a
new graphite susceptor was designed and incorporated into the reactor.

In

addition, many of the lines were removed and replaced with new plumbing.

I

Since that time,

d total of 250 runs of CdTe and MCT have been made on this

system.
A new reaction chamber, with a simplified loading system, has also been
designed and fabricated.

This has not as yet been installed on the system,

because of the down time entailed by this process.
A new reactor, capable of large area slices, was designed and components ordered for it. Construction of this system is well in hand, and is
about 10 months ahead of schedule.

At the present time, we are held up on

its completion by delays in the delivery of the quartz reaction chamber and
the reactor loading system
fittiigs

This system is an all welded unit, with VCR

and rass flow controllers on all it6 channels.

sures from 1 atm to 0.1 atm will

Operation at pres-

te possible under closec loop control.

Foth manual and full computer control

have been incorporated into this
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machine.

The initial software for running this system has been written;

however, additional refinements will be made once the system is operational.
Work was initiated on the growth of MCT on InSb substrates as well as
on a GaAs substrates.

Our early results showed that the use of InSb would

result in massive doping by out-diffusion from the substrate, so the effort
was shifted to the growth of N.OCT on GaAs.

Here, we first grew CdTe on GaAs,

and established that it was of sufficient quality to growth subsequent high
quality epitaxial

Layers of this type were grown for a

layers of MCT.

series of CdTe buffer layer thicknesses and MCT compositions.

Our findings

are that:
a)

For all compositions, the layers were n-type.

The mobility of these

layers increased with increasing buffer layers thickness, but reached a
limit for CdTe layer thicknesses in excess of 2.5 microns.
b)

Experiments on CdTe layers grown at 350 C and heat treated to simulate
the subsequent growth of MCT (415 C for 75 min)
out diffusion of gallium into the CdTe.

have shown very little

These experiments have in-

volved measurements of the breakdown voltage of p-n diode4s on the CdTe
layer, and SIMS profiling.

We conclude that the n-type behavior is

primarily due to defects in MICT layers grcwn with their buffers,

and

not from gallium out diffusion.
c)

A mobility of 250,000 cm 2/V-sec was obtainec at 77K in a number of
layers with x = 0.2,
layers,

1000

thick,

The direct growth

for CdTe buifer layers of 2.5 microns.
resulted in mobilities around

of ,CT on GaAs was also tried.

discontinued after a few runs,
rosulting from this approach.

Buffer

2
I0,000 cm /Vsec.
However,

this was

because of the poor layer quality

6

d)

5% was obtained over samples 1.5 cm

A composition accuracy of
cm in

size.

This

reaction chamber

is

certainly a problem area,

(50 min ID)

in

because of the small

which layer growth

is

carriec out.

reactor cone,- cn

is planned once the new

Work with larger samples

1.5

stream.
A detailed study has been made to determine the reaction mechanisms for
S-the

growth of CdTe.

This study involved growth on a variety

in addition to an extensive study of the

(CdTe, InSb, GaAs and Al 203)
results of other workers.

In this work, we have shown that it

to grow CdTe from elemental
2300C.
-

Thus,

there is

of substrates

is possible

cadmium and DETe, at temperatures as low as

no a priori reason to postulate the formation of a

DMCd-DETe adduct to accomplish this low temperature growth.

In addition,

our experiments indicate that CdTe growth begins by the hterogeneous decomposition of DMCd to cadmium,

which

is

chemisorbed

on the surface.

This

process is the rate limiter in the growth of CdTe, and also in the growth of
.ct.er
cadmium compounds (CdS, CdSe) from alkyl source materials.
Experiments in the growth of HgCdTe on CdTe have been
layers,

focussed on HgTe

since this is the most difficult component tc grow.

considerably improved morphology

are now

being grown,

Layers of

by paying careful

attention to the establishment of the proper pre-growth conditions, and to
the arrival

rates of the respective Hg and Te species.

Sample evaluation

is presently carried out by the measurement of Hall

effect to ]CK, and by IR transmission.

In addition,

photolumirescerre

being extensively used on CdTe layers grown on this program.
analyses of the grown layers has been undertaken as we2l,

Scre SIS
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system has been ordered on another
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are listed, together with their current

,
.tr,
rEntaticns on this work have been made to DARPA and

cr ai society meetings.

Full length versions of the papers

u,ar Appendix to this report.
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WORK PLANNED FOR THE SECOND YEAR
A major task of the second year will be the completion of the new epireactor, and bringing it into full operation.
learning to use this machine,
suitable growth.

In addition,

and in

Here, the emphasis will be on

adjusting system parameters

for

we expect continuing work on all phases of

the growth and evaluation studies.
A second important area is the fabrication and evaluation of cevice
structures made on these materials.

The fabrication of these structures, as

well as the cevelopment of test methods, will be investigated.

An addi-

studer " has been hired to work full time on this aspect of the

tional
program.

New analytical

methos will also be explcred;

double crystal X-ray diffractometer
another program).

with this in mind, a

system has been placed cn order

(on

This will be used to evaluate our material once it is in

operation.
Finally, new avenues of research will
opportunity arises.
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Study of mercury cadmium telluride epilayers grown by metalorganic
vapor-phase epitaxy
P. M. Raccah, J. W. Garland, Z. Zhang, U. Lee, S. Ugur, and S. Mioc
Physics Department. University of Illinois at Chicago. P. 0. Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680

S. K. Ghandi and 1. 8hat
Electrical Computer, and Systerm Engineering Department, Rensselear Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New
York 12181

Received 7 August 1984; accepted for publication 17 November 1984)
We report on the growth and characterization of HgCdTe epilayers grown by metalorganic
vapor-phase epitaxy. The transport properties indicate that it is possible to grow epilayers with
mobilities comparable to those of the best bulk-grown materials. Electrolyte electroreflectance
studies have yielded depth profiles for the alloy composition, the strains, and the density of
polarizable defects. These latter results indicate very clearly that the interface alloy/substrate is
verv sharp and does not extend ov er more than 2000 A. Moreover, in the bulk of the epilayers the
strains are low and comparable to those found in high-quality bulk single crystals.

*
*

*INTRODUCTION
IIthas been found histoncally in the growthof III-Vmaten als that epitaxial growth techniques ha, e been able to inprove on the main bulk, single-crsstal grow\,th technique,
wkhich is liquid-encapsulated Czochralski LEC Although
the first epitaxial approach wxas liquid-phase epitaxy LPE,.
etalorganic sapor-phase efpitax% \10VPE,. and molecu.
.
sie for dominance of the field
lar-beam epitaxy. ;.IBE. now\A
how4ever, has not been the ca.,e for the 2row th of
*Such,
Hg, ,Cd.Te. for which LPE has remained a relatiselyl poor
econd to the two main bulk sinvle-crrstal zrowth techniques. which are solid-state recrsstallization and modified
*l3r~udgma
n. It is onl% %erN recently 2 , that LPE zrowth on ZnCoedJTe susrtshas eiven indications oftreal progress
anid of the possibility of reaching bulk quality. an outcome
wAhich is itill in the future. It was therefore most reasonable
t Attempt the exploration of N10VPE grow~th. The pioneerni -ork of J B Miullin er ai.-' met wAith limited success in
;-ro)duc::ng materi.als Aith acc:eptable mobilities. Secondary
:,n mass, - Tectro,,c.-pv studies ' , eemed to indicate that -~
Xeist part Of the Jdiflicultr, resulted from res)idual Impurities.
\Ieanwhilei P Faurieo-:,i,'in aremarkabls fast deselpment. produced NIBE miaterials exhibiting transport
pr-Trerties : mipetitiie with those of the best bul sigl
crssaisIn
thy wntactsen urter nd
ulksnge
ttrst 1r-ae Il-fate supeatces.
uthslter accomrplisd hmet
'i~reco
s
llind
;mplied the existence of s ervY sharp interface-s between Cdie
and HzTe. a fact which has now been contirmed reported on newv iind
b
recently, somne of us' 'ase
bMore
't ~encouraziniz dleselopmcutts in the NIt V PE zr , %h t'
H tTe ind fg
(hJ, Te- --piiar ers We! report here !'r "
E R
'irst '!me transport and' KeIr Itetetrefetn

3

r

- esuits whic:h ihow that NV
~rk\n 'Alth proiperti;es '-cr5 i.'

P

-siai~mtr:ais -,i ::,,
to t hose r-ported t.or ,uk

Or NIBE materials.
EXPERIMENT
A~~~1Grwh rceuevic
Thecrptaxial erwthIhnque is
_,ar"Ier paper.
.ind A llii )iv 1-e lricfls,

I

'

Fs5 A:o

ti'prd

in

initariICLI here

Epitaxial MfCT was grown at atmospheric pressure in a
quartz honzontal reactor tube using hydrogen as the carrier
gas MercurN vapor was transported to the reaction zone by
passing hydrogen over heated mercury. Diethsitellunde
DETei and dimethvlcadmium DllCd) obtained from Alfa
Products. Danvers, MIA.. were used as metalorganic sources
Of Te and Cd. respectively. These were introduced in vapor
form by bubbling hydrogen through the respective bubblers.
Awhich Aere held at 15 'C. Grow th was carried out on an r-fheated graphite susceptor held at 415 'C. In addition, the
tube wall in front o)f the susceptor was heated by. a separate
resistance heater -o present mercury condensation.
The substrates used for epitaxial deposition were i 00i
oend
towk is
I 10i CdTe wafers. These were detreased in orean:, olsents and etched in a 2%' Br-methanol
~olution. This t:rn~tent resulted in a highly polished surtae.Gro\,tha ar
tv
,9enf
GrowtE w aciarie ou w t aot h,5rege flo' am
of
10
t.a
m.aDEearalpsue4abt25
0 ' atm. and a merc:urv parDN1Cd pressure of ab-out tial pressuire
~rt
Idbch of ).0e atm, The composition of the lavers was
hng.ng the partial pressure of' the DNICJ
-otoldh
adDETe This was ac:hiesed h% :hanging the flow ofhsdroen in the appropriate nubbiers. Grovwth was terminated by
'utting off the Cd and Te sourc:es and cooline dow)%n to
l 0 VCin mercurv s apor The flowv ot mercury, apor in the
was the terminate
theraaser bratthr dccownisten
vnt
r1~t
idtel.e
hnemnt
tra
roomn temperature
B. Transport measurements
ere made as a funiccksrm i
Z
11.a1laiid resistlis:s
n.emea~r
s:~~ns.th
a erPu
ehd
GA :;oser-haped
ki h a m~ce
~-ind 'n
awere
p-attern was ~2lieicr i;s,
act as
N. ailos inj , f he con
mae I ne 1is1r\e ''5
71ecessars :n order o . nainl .tod .nmic cOntact

\ e showA in Fi.z the Hail inobilts %ersustetmperature
data to)r one 4f he
t"nt~e
'10nominal Cd :on~entrattori
I0The m
%siim
iae ofthe mobilits. Is 'the order
V "e tor ;his amiple aind occurs at amonLt r4) 'K.
'deowk whic:h 'he niorliits '161s. nrdicajtin, :h at ;mpur:t ,at
ecrint domiinates in this rcion
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C. EER results

,p.

EER has been used extensively to study the variations in
composition laterally" and in depth' of pseudobinary alloys
and in particular Hg,-,Cd.Te. More recently we have

"is
*
*
*
".

" "

,~ ,

'>

" "PEZARE

;v'

FIG 1, Mobility Ys temperature for a Hg,,,, Cd,

Te laver grown on a

CdTe substrate.

We show in Fig. 2 the Hall coefficient IR, = l/nqi versus temperature. Classical n-type behavior is observed down
to I I *K. with no carrier freeze out and an extrinsic R, value
of 3670 cm3/C. This corresponds to n-type conduction with
a carrier concentration of 1.7 x 10" cm -'. The RH value is
constant below 50 *K. in the extrinsic region. No change in
the RH value was observed when the magnetic field was increased to 4.5 kG, indicating that p-type conduction is negli-

-

."

gible.
Transport measurements were made on many samples
grown under identical growth conditions. and we have consistently observed mobilities in excess of 2 x 105 cm-/V sec
for EER measured x values of 0.2 at 77 'K.

shown' that EER can be used to study defects in semiconductors because the modulating electric field E couples to
the two main categories of defects, which are long-range
strains and polarizable defects. These interactions, which
had been considered negligible in all previous theoretical
treatments, give rise to two additional signals, one of which
proportional to a first derivative and the other to a second
derivative of the dielectric function with respect to energy.
The experimental EER spectrum is then a linear combination of these first- and second-derivative line shapes with the
conventional third-derivative line shape' ITDL.
we In our generalization of the original theory of Aspnes we introduced the effect of defect scattering in the same way
as he did in a later paper," following the work of Lukes and
Somaratna. 4 who first introduced the quantity o2 which
measures the strength of defect- and impurity-induced scattering. Otherwise we followed exactly the original approach
of Aspnes, except that we did not neglect terms proportional
to the small shifts, AE andAo'2 , in the critical energy and in
o. In particular, we made the same low-field expansion as
Aspnes to obtain the generalized result,
3
d 3/dE
= C,, E -[0l2.I
III
+ 64ud :/dE: - 3AEd /dE ] E -tE ).
for the contribution of the jth interbandha2,
transition
of Je,
is the average
where C., is a constant. E is the energy,
energy gained by An optically excited electron from the field
E and is of order 10 meV. and 6(E I is the dielectric function.
Still following the 'riginal treatment and making a parabolic-band approximation, we found for the three-dimensional
critical points E, and E, - J,, the generalized functional
form iGFF)
L E I = C, [if2if,'L iE,5172 - 4Jo,2L
'<!E.3/2) - 4.E L iE.1i2i].
for the EER line shape, v here

L iE.n/21 = cos (, - nOP /21/[ iE - E

Sfweak

I

L
-

-.

-

.

FIG 2 Hall coefficient s temperature for the la.er of FIG 1
2015

• : -.

.. .'. .-

=L

t131
with F being a phenomenological broadening parameter
].Here,.C and 0 have a
and withb6 = tan-'[ I- 1E -E
dependence on energy, which is easily taken into account by introducing the Seraphin coeffcients. " That energy dependence is. however, usually ignored because the evaluation of the Seraphin coetfficents requires an independent
knowledge of the real and imaginarN parts of the dielectric
function and because neglecting t i,.n affects the determination of the parameter q. lea,,ing E and I- essential1, unaffected.
It is apparent that the GFF reduces to the con%entional
functional form for the TDL upon setring JE. and J2' equal
to zero, with L, being proportional to the TDL. For n
and n = 3. L, is proportional to the first and second denva-

ties, respectively, of the same linear com~mnation of e, and
.. asoccur in the TDL. It is c)ear thatL, and L, have qualitatively different shapes from the TDL and from one another.
Oaccar etai

j Appi Phys .vol 57. No 6. 15 March '985

"
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We have carried out a full EER study of several MOVPE
epilayers. In each case we have repeatedly removed, by careetching, approximately 1000 A and have measured the
EER spectrum after each etch. This procedure, which was
developed and reported earlier, allows us to profile' the
properties of a given layer.

6
-. 4uful
2

DISCUSSION

:' 5
'The

"

fit of the theory to a typical spectrum is shown in
Fig. 3. The critical points at E, and E, + J, were fit simultaneously. We also summarize in Table I the profile of a typical
epilayer. The effect of background signals due to the long
tails of the first-derivative L, line shapes from other critical

-4

..

-6

2. 4

2.0

2.8

3 2

E (0)
__

,

.f2.

"

FIG 3 Fit of the theory to the EER data obtained on a typical MOVPE
sample after removing 0.3 Lm. This example is representative of all our
results on MOVPE samples. The EER signal on an arbitrary scale is dis.
played vs photon energy in eV The continuous line is computed from the
theoretical expression and the values of the parameters are listed in the first
line of Table 1.

In addition to allowing the determination of the tnterband transition energy E,, the phase .,and the broadening
parameter F. the GFF allows the determination of the rato
tios of the two defect-related quantities. JE.. and Ao.2a
ir=eE-W/8,. the average energy gained by the optically excited electrons from the modulating field E. One of
these quantities dE,results pnmarly from the electrostmctive coupling of E to long-range strains, and the other -A
arises from the polarization of charged polarzable defects.
isindependent of defects and is very
whereas the value of h.f.
CdTe samples.
nearly the same for all Hg,

Cd,Te eplayer.

TABLE I. Profile ofa typical Hg,
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growth temperature of about 400 C down to 150 *C in an
overpressure of mercury to avoid thermal decomposition.
Hence, a top surface enriched in mercury is to be expected
and results from in-diffusion from the mercury ambient.
As can be seen. the narrow etching steps which we have
used have allowed us to determine %ith excellent resolution
that the depth of this ennched zone is 1.5 urn. Given the
annealing temperature and the known He pressure in the
reactor. it is possible to estimate" the depth of mercury diffusion dunng this tortuitous "anneal" The estimate is of
approximately um and is in reasonable agreement \ith the

obser'ed depth of 1.5. m.

- 1

0 3

I ,Q
"l0
5"

•Thesealuesare les.certain than thethers because the minimum in the fit
was vmery
broad in this case.
20,6

ing parameter F, and the two new parameters AE,/(Af,)
and iA/f2 1 j are estimated to be approximately - 5
meV, ± 0.006, - 3 meV, -- 7 eV-, and -_-0.5 eV - ', respectively. These quantities are given as a function of depth
D in microns.
the surThere are three main regions in the epilayer: ll)
the bulk, extendface region down approximately 1.5am,(2)
ing approximately over the next 1.3 um, and 131the substrate, where the alloy composition is obviously x = 1.
In terms of these regions, three main features are conspicuous in Table 1. The first is that the alloy composition x
is different in the surface region than in the bulk of the layer.
The second is that the parameters .iE, and F take on somewhat larger values in the transition region between the surface region and the bulk of the layer. Finally, the interface
between the epitayer and the substrate is quite abrupt and
exhibits dramatic changes in the values of/". -lE,
and A:.""
Let us now examine these features in more detail. beginning
the first.
As for most epilayers, except for those produced by
MBE, the value of the alloy composition x is lower near the
surface than in the bulk of the layer indicating that the surface is rich in mercury. This is due here to the fact that after
interruption of growth the samples must be cooled from the

-

33

10S4
- [53
04
__ 7 6

points was taken into account using several different methods, with the different methods yielding very similar results
in all cases. The uncertainties in our values for the interband
transition energy E t, the alloy composition x, the broaden-

The second important feature is that in the transition re-

gion from I to I ti am depths. JE, and r assume larger
%alues than those found nearer the surface or in the more
region below. This clearly shows that the rapid eradient in mercurv concent ration x found in this region is asso-

ciated with long-ranie strains, which enhance -iE,
Paccareota'

and al20,6

.

"

[,..

I

ioy disorder, which enhances F. This rather remarkable

with the intensity of the strains reaching into the plasticity

result is consistent with our earlier conclusions' that mercury-diffused, n-type material is likely to be more strained
than the original p-type material. On the other hand, very
near the surface, for D less than i sm, F is seen to be similar

range and becoming associated with extended defects, as is
in fact commonly found. The high mobilities reported for
these materials are misleading, being due to the compositional gradient, and reflecting chemical inhomogeneities

by almost 0.01 eV than it is in the bulk, which is apparently

rather than the quality of the material.

contradictory. However, this can be explained by the smaller
Cd concentration x in the top region. It is well known (hat

Still consistent with the above explanation, the density of
polarizable defects increases sharply in the interface region,

alloy disorder contributes substantially to the value of F.
Furthermore. both the spatial fluctuation of local band energies and the width of alloy band spectral-weight functions"
increase approximately as [xl I - xl 05 with increasing alloy
composition x. We find that the observed decrease in r within I um of the original surface is entirely consistent with the
theoretical estimate of this effect.
As can be seen, the bulk region is remarkably uniform in
alloy composition x. In addition, the low Nalues of both iE,
and Jo.l indicate that this part of the layer is only weakly
strained and has few polanzable defects. Also the parameter
F which descnbes the magnitude of the random potential
fluctuations associated with alloy disorder, vanes 'ery little
over this region. Moreover, the root-mean-square devitanon
from the aserage composition of x = 021 is less than 0.01,
w hich is comparable to or better than that of the best LPE
epilaers. This result is particularly remarkable when cornpared to that typically found in LPE materials. There the

possibly indicating the formation of extended defects as has
already been seen in LPE materials., Finally, Jo'2 changes
sign near the interface, a fact which indicates that the application of the modulating electric field now increases, rather
than decreases, the scattering of carriers by the polarizable
defects in the substrate.

eptlayer/substrate interface, which is heaily graded and
that thin layers
'.er, rich in5,am!
defects, is typically 5 am deep. so
grow,n by th is trechnique would be of poor
less than
istcnqueawuld.
b layer
pr is
qls
t
.
han
a
grown
by
th
~quality When grown by NIOVPE instead, a thn
thin
is
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both uniform and of high quality. This is because in MOVPE
matenal the interface itself is remarkably abrupt. certainly
less than 0.2 ,am thick, and the properties of the epilayer
hardly change until the very transition to the substrate.

The last remark: b1e feature is the huge jump in strain at
the interface accompanied by a double change in the sign of
JE,. This jump in strain is accompanied by a change in the
sign and an increase in the magnitude of,.ar A simple explanation for the beha,,tor suggests itself: it is that the CdTe
substrate is Hg diffused during the early stages of the
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growth. and that here too the mercury diffusion induces
strains which sield large neatise contrbutions to JE,, but
that there is an additional. e,,er larger, strain localized at the
of the substrate which has the opposite effect onJE,
This localized strain may result from a lattice mismatch at
the surface of the substrate: it clearly has a s.,mmetry different from that of diffusion-induced strains. o it is not too
surprising that it has zhe opposite effect on JE.
This explanation. if correct. would speak strongly
against another common growth technique. the, apor-phase

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that MOVPE is a promising technique
for the growth of device quality Hg, _,CdTe. The transport properties of the matenal are comparable to those of
bulk single crystals, and EER profiling shows that the control of composition is good if one disregards the surface's
mercury enrichment. The power of the new EER line-shape
analysis has been demonstrated by its revealing the effects of
mercury in-diffusion at the top of the epilayer and by the
infrmatin it gies about the interface regin.
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Organometallic vapor phase heteroepitaxy of CdTe on 11l001 oriented GaAs substrates is
described in this letter. It is shown that high quality CdTe lay ers can be grown on GaAs substrates
over the temperature range 350--4 *C by this process Growth under different temperatures and
reactant partial pressures is described. Conditions are outlined for obtaining optimum
photoluminescence properties. with suppression of the defect level associated with the cadmium
vacancy. Electron channeling data are presented to indicate that excellent epitaxy is achieved by
this process. The orientation of the epitaxial layer is found to be the same as that of the substrate.

r
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Cadmium telluride is an important semiconductor marenial for use in solar energy conversion. It is also a natural
choice as a substrate material for the epitaxial growth of
Hg, , Cd, Te. because of their close lattice match and
chemical compatibility. Unfortunately, bulk CdTe is a difficult material to grow. so that its crystal quality is generally
poor compared to what would be expected on theoretical
considerations.' Indium antimcnide substrates, w~hich a re
closely lattice matched to CdTe. have been investigatedfor this reason. In a previous letter' we have shown that
organometallic vapor phase epitaxy iOMVPE) can be used
for the growth of CdTe layers on this substrate material.
Both n-type and semi-insulating CdTe layers were grow4n by
this technique. These layers were shown to be electricaly
7'42
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superior to those grown on bulk CdTe. as evidenced by a
band edge photoluminescence peak which is tvpically two
decades larger than that obtained with lavers grown autoepitaxially on CdTe. under identical growth conditions.
A disadvantage of using lnSb as a substrate material is
its relatively low energy gap .228 eV at - K1 This renders
it optically opaque at wkavelengths below Sum. so thut it is an
unsuitable substrate material for many back-illuminated
photodetector !pplications. As a result, attention has focused on the use of GaAs as an alternate substrate material
because of its wider energy gap iE, = SI5eV at "' K .A
large lattice mismatch i 14%c is present betw een Ga.~s and
CJTe ithe lattice constant of GaAs is 5 b53 A at 2' C is
compared to 6.482 A for CdTel. Nevertheless. epitaxiai
gC742-04$O1 00
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growth of high quality CdTe layers on GaAs substrates was
found to be possible by molecular beam expitaxy (MBE).
Epitaxial growth of both (1001 CdTe on (100) GaAs ' and
111) CdTe on 1100) GaAs' ' has been reported for this apI
proach.
Growth of CdTe films on (1001 GaAs by OMVPE has
been reported 9 but no details of the experimental conditions
are available. This letter reports the preparation of large
area. high quality CdTe films on j 100) GaAs by OMVPE and
the results of photoluminescence iPL) measurements and
electron channeling patterns taken on the epilayers. These
layers have featureless morphology, and are shown to be
comparable in electrical quality to those grown lattice
matched on InSb substrates, and considerably superior to
those grown autoepitaxially on CdTe substrates.
Epitaxial growth of CdTe was carried out in a system
described elsewhere. GaAs substrates of 100i misoriented
2*---i
1101 were cleaned in organic solvents and etched in
Caro's etch (H.SO,: HO,:H:O = 5 :1 : by volumei for
10 mm to remove 15-20 4m prior to epitaxial growth. After
loading the substrates, the system was purged with nitrogen
gas and brought up to the growth temperature in hydrogen
gas.
Growth was carried out over the 350-440 'C temperature range. The partial pressure of DMCd "as ' aried from I
to 7 • 10' atm. whereas the partial pressure of DETe was
.aned from 3 to 10 < 10 aitm for growth runs over this
temperature range. Runs were terminated b. turning off the
reactants and the rf power. and simultancously incrcasing
the hydrogen flow to 3 slm in order to effect a rapid cool
down. Samples were removed from the reactor when the
substrate temperature fell below 100 *C.
Thegrowth rate was found tobe sublinear, as a function
ofPDEcd with PDEIT held constant), and also sublinear as a
function of PDET ,with P DCj held constant. We belle-e
that this can be explained by invoking a Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for the growth, with adsorption and desorption
the two competing processes for both the species arriving
on the slice. Details of this model will be published at a later
date.
daeFigure I ,,hows a photograph of a 2.5-pim-thick large

-
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area sample. Typically, layers of this type were specular in
character, with edge to edge flatness over the grown layer.
The morphology of these layers is shown in Fig. 2, and indicates a complete absence of surface features. Excellent layer
morphology was experienced over the full temperature
range; however, the range of partial pressures of DMCd and
DETe for which this could be achieved had to be optimized
for each growth temperature. The achievement of good morphology became increasingly difficult at higher growth temperatures 440 C). We believe that this is due to the tendency
of tellunriu crystallites, to form on the substrate at these
temperatures. It is probable that three-dimensional growth,
initiated by nucleation at these sites, leads to a deteroration
in the morphology. An alternative possibility is the formation of a solid methylene polymerO at these temperatures.
which would have the same consequence.
Electron channeling studies were undertaken to i,,esti-

i

gate the crystalline quality and orientation of the grown layer. This technique is preferable to x-ray diffraction for thin
epitaxial layers. since it has a depth resolution of under 500
. whereas that of x-ray diffraction ranges from 5 to 10.i .
Typically. the grown layer in our experiments was about 2.5
pm thick. Figure 31a) shows the electron channeling pattern
for a GaAs substrate for a scan angle of 9". and is typical for
100) oriented material. The electron channeling pattern for
a 2.5-.urn CdTe layer, grown at 350 °C on an identical substrate. is shown in Fig. 3,bi. Here, the pattern is replicated
with almost the same line sharpness, indicating the excellent
crystal quality of the CdTe. The difference in crystal parameter, about 14%, is directly seen in the change in pattern
dimensions for 12001 reflections. iBoth sets of patterns are
reproduced at the same magnification.i Finally, the grown
layer is seen to be of 1001 orientation from Fig. 13bi: i.e.. it
follows the su!-,trate orientation. The orientation of the layers grown at "ther temperatures was also confirmed to be
t 1001 by obser ing Laue back-reflection photographs, w hich
also showed fourfold symmetry. This result is in contrast to
the findings of workers with MBE -" where the growth of

1111I~i ii1
25pm
-IG . r.pa CJTe ;aver on GaAs, the reflection
,of
the Im
markers emonstrates its
speular charactenstics
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the intenszty of the Cd vacancy-donor complex defect peak
to the band edge peak. plotted as a function of Po,-C4 /POET.

Ir

be emphasized, however, that the PCd/PT, ratio is not the
same as the P DMCd IP DET ratio. The occurrence of the minimum at unity is fortuitous and is related to system paramsuch as susceptor and reaction chamber dimensions,
which affect the preheating of the reactant species before
arrival at the GaAs substrate. The existence of a broad minimum does indicate, however, that a wide range of organometallic flow ratios can be used without deteriorating the elecparameters of the grown layer.
In summary, we have shown that large area,single crystal CdTe layers of excellent morphology can be grown on
GaAs substrates. The orientation of the layers was
to the substrate orientation. Electron channeling
are of excellent
cytlieqat.Teeetaa'nave shown that these
ult layersfteelyr
a
crnimilinn
Tcadmqumacy
te
ee level
been demonstrated by PL measurements, and conditions are
presented for minimizing the cadmium-vacancy defect level.
Finally, the layers were semi-insulating in character. Thus,
they serve as a starting point for the subsequent growth of

Mieters

V

1tro-optical

,..
9 .1001
"b"identical
FIG
FIG. 33 E
Electronnmeasurements
channeling pattern for a, a 1l001GaAs substrate and br a
CdTe epilayer grown on a 100, GaAs substrate. The scanning electron miz.roscope was operated in the specimen current mode for these figures

-

both 100i and Il11l CdTe has been reported on 1100) GaAs
substrates.
Films grown by this process were found to be semi-insu-

Hg, , Cd, Te films, which would be electrically isolated
from the lattice-matched CdTe buffer layer and the semiinsulating GaAs substrate.

lating. Photoluminescence PU measurements were made
on them at 77 K using a 7-mow He-Ne laser as the optical

The authors wish to thank A. Havner for manuscript
preparation, and S. Bahl for the PL measurements. Electron

excitation source. The PL spectra showed a band to band
peak at 1.58 eV. and a second peak at 1.43 eV which has been
established to be due to the Cd vacancy-donor complex.''
The ratio of the intensities of these peaks is often used as a
measure of the device quality of CdTe layers. Although this
quantity is also related to system factors such as the laser
intensity' it is useful for comparing films with similar surface morphology, if they are tested under a similar set of
measurement conditions. Figure 4 shows the ratio of the intensity of the defect peak to the band edge peaki1CJ/I 8 BEi as

channeling measurements were provided through the cour-.
tesy of Dr. K. P. Pande of the Bendix Research Laboratories
and are hereby acknowledged. This work was sponsored by
DARPA icontract number N-00014-85-K-0151i, adminisginia. This support is greatly appreciated.

the function of the P,,C,/PoFT,
ratio for a typical set of
This intensity ratio falls with increasing
rowhruns.
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Growth and properties of Hgl -Cd 1 Te on GaAs substrates by
organometallic vapor-phase epitaxy
S. K. Ghandhi, I. B. Bhat, and N. R. Taskar
Electrical. Computer. and Systems Engineering Department. Rensselaer Poiv: chnic Institute.
Troy. ew York 12180-3590
(Received 25 September 1985; accepted for publication 16 December 1985)
Growth of epitaxial mercury cadmium telluride (Hg,
Cd, Te) on 100) GaAs substrates by
organometallic vapor-phase epitaxy is described. Transport measurements made on these layers
at 80 K indicate an electron mobility greater than 2 x l05 cm2/ V s for layers of composition
x __0.2. Ar intervening CdTe buffer layer was used to accommodate the large ( 14%) lattice
mismatch between these systems, and HgCdTe layers hase been grown with CdTe buffer layer
thicknesses from 1000 A to 3 .im. It is shown that a CdTe buffer layer of 2-3 am is necessary to
accommodate the misfit dislocations at the CdTe-GaAs interface.

"

Hg
,CdTe (MCT) is an important intrinsic semiconductor material for infrared detector applications. especially in the 8-16pm range. Epitaxial growth of this material
on a suitable substrate has received considerable attention in
the past few years. CdTe is a natural choice as a substrate
material because of its excellent lattice match and chemical
compatibiity with MCT ,ystems. However. the lack of
asailabtlitv of high-quality. large-area CdTe substrates
prompted many workers to consider alternate substrates
such as GaAs, InSb. and sapphire. Of these, GaAs is especially important because it can serve as a window for backside illuminated de ices. Moreover. its use opens up the possibility of integrating GaAs circuits with sensoi :eices of
HgCdTe in a monolithic structure.
The growth of CdTe and MCT on GaAs substrates by
molecular-beam epitaxyl (.MBE) and organometall;c %a2253

A ol :)hys 59 16). 15 March '986

por-phase epitaxyv
tOMVPE) has been the subject of
study in recent papers. In addition, we hase reported on the
electron channeling patterns and photoluminescence properties of CdTe grown on GaAs' by OMVPE. Our work has
shown that, although the lattice mismatch between CdTe
and GaAs is about 14%. hieh-qualitv ,infle-cr~stal lasers
wth featureiess morpholoeg couldbeobtained oerthe350420 'C range of groth temperatures Asanexten ionofthis
work, we report for the first time on the electricil characierzation of MCT layers gron on GaAs substrates by
OMVPE. These are grow4n with an intermediate buffer liver
of CdTe in a continuous process. The effect of CdTe buffer
layer thickness on the electrica! properties of the NICT la.er
will also be discussed.
The epitaxial growth of CdTe and MCT was carried out
in a system described previously
D'imeth\ cadmium

'302' 8979 86,C62253-03S02 40
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2253
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X 1O,
5

2 x 105

-I
5

25pm.

FIG I Mforphology of a HgCdTe layer grow n on

100) GaAs substrate

buffer layer.

with a 0 2-um-thick CdTe buffer layer,

SDMCd) and diethyltellunde (DETe), held at 15 C, were

300 K by means of the Van der Pauw method, with a mag-

used as the cadmium and tellurium sources, respectively,
mercury was used asthe m r uys uc .

netic field strength of 2.1 kG A cloverleaf-shaped pattern
errors oduehto poor conto avoid
tc delineated
l c m n in
.I the
d ulayerod
rw sue

Semi-insulating GaAs substrates of (100) 2*-t 110)
onentation were cleaned in organic solvents and etched in
Caro's etch (H.SO:H.O:HO =5:1:1 by volume) for 10
mm to remove 15-20 im pror to epitaxial g:rowth. After
loading the substrates, the system was purged with nitrogen
and brought up to the growth temperature in hydrogen,
First. a layer of CdTe was grown on GaAs: typically,
atm were used for the
partial pressures of 1-7 ', 10'
the DETe. Growth temfor
atm
DMCd. and 3-10 , 10'
'C. Specular surfaces
350-440
of
range
the
peratures were in
of CdTe were obtained for these conditions. After the
growth of the CdTe buffer laver, the MCT layer was grown

tact placement. Indium solder was used for the contacts i
all these measurements.
Figure 2 shows the Hall mobility versus temperature
data for a MCT layer of composition x 0.2. This layer was
grown with a CdTe buffer layer thickness of 2.6,m. and had
a MCT layer thickness of 5.6Aim. The maximum value of the
105cm/ V s at S0 K.
mobility for this laver is 2.1 l,
Figure 3 shok,, the Hall coefficient (RH ) as a function
of inverse temperature for the layer shown in Fig. 2. From
the value of RH at 'ow temperature. the carrier concentra-

and
elemental
nwas

at a substrate temperature of 415 *C. without opening the
reactor s.stem. To do this, the reactor wall and the mercury
chamber were brought up to the required temperatures (230
and 300 'C. respectively). The susceptor was heated to
415 'C in a DMCd ambient to prevent the decomposition of
CdTe. and MCT growth was initiated by turning on the Hg
and DETe flows.
Figure 1 shows the morphology of a MCT layer grown
on GaAs. with a 0.2-gm-thick CdTe buffer layer. The layer
is mirrorlike to the unaided eye, but a small number of hillocks (about 500/sq cm in number) are visible when viewed
under the microscope. MCT layers grown on bulk CdTe substrates under identical conditions do not result in such hillocks. indicating that they probably originate during the
gro% th of CdTe buffer layers. The composition of these hill-I
ocks was checked by energy dispersive x-ray analysis and
%,asfound to be identical to the composition of the surrounding layer. It is well known that HgTe grows much faster near
defects or sample edges because these provide easy nucleating sites. Hence, any defect or kink site on the CdTe epilayer
will show up as a hillock in the MCT layer. Such defects can
be expected to occur in the form of stacking faults' because
of the large lattice mismatch between CJTe and GaAs.
Hall and resistivity measurements were made from 10 to
2254

•. "

-
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FIG. 2. Electron mobility u in HgCdTe as a function of temperature The
composition is x a,0.2 and the layer %as grown with .a 2 6-,m-thick CdTe
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The effect of the buffer layer thickness on the properties
of the MCT layers was also studied. Figure 4 presents the

.?
-,.

__

electron mobility LLSO K for a number ofMCT layers with x
intheO0 18-0.21 range. All lavers wkere grown under identical
conditions except that the thickness of the CdTe film was
%aried We note that the thickness of the buffer la~er has a
strong ....
effect on the electron mobility in the MCT lasers.
This is hecause as the CdTe laser thickness is reduced, more
of the strain due to the large lattice mismatch is accommodated in the %ICTlayer.
The electron concentration for these layers, measured at

'0 K. fell rnonotonicall. from 3.3

10' /cm> to 1.2.

cm 'r increasing buffer laser thickness. This is
pected. since strain-induced defects are Known to

10''s

be exas n

between GaAs and CdTe systems, and give layers with a
large value of Hall mobility, and low carrier concentration.
Experimentally, a misfit dislocation density of about
109 /cm2 has been observed 9 for the CdTe-Hgo, Cdo 2Te interface. On the other hand, dislocation densities of 10"lO' 2 /cm 2 have been reported for the CdTe-GaAs interface.
The use of a buffer layer thus has the potential for effecting a
2-3 decade reduction in this dislocation density. Transmission electron microscopy studies done on CdTe layers grown
on GaAs have shown " that a 2-3 pm layer is sufficient for
this purpose. This study supports the above view from measurements of the transport properties.
In summary, the OMVPE growth of MCT layers.
grown on GaAs substrates, with an intermediate buffer layer
of CdTe, was demonstrated. Except for the presence of few
hillocks, the morphology of the layers was featureless. The
transport properties of these layers were reported for the
first time, and their high quality established by this data.
These electrical measurements have confirmed that the misfit stress between GaAs and CdTe is accommodated between
2 and 3/pm from the CdTe/GaAs interface.
The authors wish Lo thank A. Hayner for manuscript
preparation. This work was sponsored by the Defense Adanced Research Projects Agency (Contract Number
N-0O14-85-K-0I51 ), administered through the Office of
Naval Research, Arlington. Virginia. A supporting grant
from the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporaton is also acknowledged.
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ABSTRACT
Heteroepitaxial films of CdTe and Hg _xCdxTe have been crown on
(100) GaAs substrates by orcanometallic vapor phase epitaxy.

It Is shown

that high quality CdTe films can be grown on GaAs substrates over the tem*

perature range from 350

0

C - 440

0

C.

The effects of the reactant pressures

on the growth rate of CdTe are also discussed.

HgCdTe layers were grown, on

GaAs substrates with a CdTe buffer layer, at 415 C.

Transport measurements

made on these layers indicate that they are of high quality with a 80 K
mobility of over 2 x 10 5 cm 2/V-sec for layers of composition x
Layers have been grown with different buffer layer thicknesses.
that a CdTe buffer layer of at least 2 - 3 microns is

0.2.

It is shown

necessary to fully

accommodate the misfit dislocation at the CdTe-GaAs interface.

K

*

-

.

3

1.

*

INTRODUCTION
H,

Cd Te (MCT) is an important intrinsic semiconductor material
-X x

for infrared detector applications, especially in the 8-16 micron
FPitaxial crcwth of this material

rance.

on a suitable substrate has receivec

considerable attention In the past few years.

CdTe is a natural choice as a

substrate material because of its excellent lattice match and chemical
-

compatibility with MCT systems.

However, the lack of availability of high

quality, larce area substrates of this material have prompted many workers
to consider alternate substrates such as GaAs, InSb and sapphire.

Of these,

TnSb, which is closely lattice matched to CdTe has been investigated by many
workers.
A disadvantage of using InSb as a substrate material is that it has
a relatively low energy gap (0.22 eV at 77 K).

This renders it optically

opaque at wavelengths below 5 microns, so that it is an unsuitable substrate
material for many backside illuminated photodetector applications.

As a

result, attention has focussed on the use of GaAs as an alternate substrate
material because of its wider enercy gap (EC = 1.51 eV at 77 K).

Moreover,

its use opens up the possibility of integrating GaAs circuits with sernscr
cevices cf PrCdTe, in a monolithic structure.
The growth of CdTe and MCT on GaAs substrates ty molecular team
(5,6)
(4,7,8,9)
epitaxy
( E) and organometallic vapor phase epitaxy
(CN'VPE)
.

has been the subject of stucy in recent papers.

in addition, we have

reported on the electron channel Ing patterns and Dhctcuminescence
(1C)
properties of Cc-e
rcwn on GaAs
ty CNVPE. Cur worK has shcwn that,
although the
quality
u

lattice mismatch between CrTe and GaAs

s'ncle crystal

.. .

.

..

over

-,,

'ayers with featureless morho locy could Le

over the 350-42C C range cf ,rcwth temperatures.

.%.

's

.

In this

h4cz
taineC

paper, we report

4

precent

results obtained on the crcwth of CdTe on GaAs substrates and also on

the growth and electrical characterization of MCT layers on GaAs substrates.
These

are grown by CMVPE,

continuous process.
electrical

2.

with an intermediate buffer layer of CdTe,

The effect of CdTe buffer

in a

layer thickness on the

properties of the MCT layer will also be discussed here.

EXPERIMENTAL
The epitaxial

growth of CdTe and MCT was carried out in a system
(11)
described previously.
Dimethylcadmium (DMCd) and diethyltelluride
(DETe), held at 15 0 C, were used as the cadmium and tellurium sources respectively, and elemental mercury was used as the mercury source.
GaAs substrates, 7 mm x 7 mm in size and of (100) 2°-0,(110) orientation were cleaned in organic solvents and etched
H2C

:H 20 = 5 : 1 : 1 by volume)

prior to epitaxial growth.

After

Caro's etch

in

(H 2 S0 4 :

for 10 minutes to remove 15-20 microns

lcading the substrates, the system was

:ur-ec with nitrogen and brought up to the growth temperature in hydrogen.
First,
•
sures of I
the EETe.

-

a layer of CdTe was grown on GaAs; typically, partial pres04
i0 4
7 x
atm were used for the CYCc, and 3 - IC x 10
atm for

Growth temperatures were in the rance cf

surfaces of CiTe were obtained

.50 -

for these concitions.

440 0 C.

Specular

After the growth of

the CdTe buffer layer, the MCT layer was crown at a substrate temperature of
415 C, without opening the reactor system.

To co this, the reactor wall and

the mercury chamber were first brought up to the requirec temperatures (23C0
C and 300 0 C respectively).

The susceptor was heatec tc 415 C in a

ambient to prevent the decompositicn cf Cce, anc VC

It:y

turning on t1e Hg and CEe flows.

srcwth was
2

.Cc

:nitiatec

5
*3.
-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CDTe GROWTH:

Figure 1 shows a photograph of a 2.6 micron thick layer area sample.
Typically, layers of this type were specular in character, with edge to edge
flatness over the grown layer.

The morphology of these layers is shown in

Figure 2, under high magnification.
ion
.

Excellent layer morphology was observed

over the full temperature range; however, the range of partial pressures of
DMCd and DETe had to be optimized for each growth temperature.

The achieve-

ment of good morphology became increasingly difficult at higher growth
temperatures (440 0 C).

We believe that this is due to the tendency of tel-

lurium crystallites to form on the substrate at these temperatures.

It is

probable that three-dimensional growth, initiated by nucleation at these
sites, leads to a deterioration

in the morphology,

3

sibility

'2"2

temperatures, which would have the same consequence.

An alternative pos-

is the formation of a solid methylene polymer (12) at these

The growth rate of CdTe was studied at 350 C as a function of DMCd
flow (with DeTe flow fixed) and also as a function of CETe flow (with DMCd
flow fixed).

The results are shown in Figure 3.

made from these two figures.

A few observations can be

First, the growth rate is sublinear In both

cases even when one of the reactants is a minority species.
fixed partial pressure of DETe, an increase of P

DMC d

does not have any effect on the growth rate.

above 5 x 10

4

atm. results

increase in the growth rate, which eventually saturates at a higher

value than for the previous case.

Finally, we note that the growth 4s

limited by surface kinetics at 3500C,
DETe.

atm.

On the other hand, for a fixed

partial pressure of DMCd, an increase of PDETe above 5 x 10 in an

Next, for a

even at low flow rates of DMCd cr

6
The above results can be explained by assuming a Langmuir
Hinshelwood model, where the deposition of CdTe occurs by the adsorption of
these two reactants followed by a surface catalysed reaction.

1

14

rom

the second observation, we propose the following growth mechanism for CDTe:
DMCd decomposes Into (CH3 -Cd) or Cd at the surface and gets strongly
chemisorbed.
DETe.

On the other hand, no such reaction occurs in the case of

The eventual growth of CdTe occurs by the surface reaction of DETe

and decomposition products of DMCd.
Growth rates at 4400C were considerably larger, because of the
increased decomposition of DETe.

Measurements in the sublinear region could

not be made at this temperature, because of the resulting polycrystalline
growth.

Electron channeling studies, carried out on these layers, indicate
(10)
that they are (100) oriented and of high crystal quality.
Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were made on these layers at 77
K.K

.

using a 7 mW He-Ne laser as the optical excitation source.

Care was taken

r.
to use identical measurement conditions for all cases, so that this data is
• "

meaningful on a comparative basis.

The PL spectra showed a bound exciton

peak at 1.58 eV and a second peak at 1.43 eV which has been established to
(15)
be due to the (Cd vacancy-donor) complex.
Figure 4 shows the ratio of
the intensity of the defect peak to the bound exciton (I /I
as a func-

Cd
tion of the P

/PDETe ratio for a typical set of runs.

DMCd

BE~

A broad minimum is

D~

seen to occur for a PDMCd/PDETe ratio of unity.

The existence of this broad

minimum indicates that wide range of organometallic flow ratios can be used
*

without deteriorating the electro-optical

parameters of the grown layer.

HgCdTe GROWTH:

P
.'

-

.

...

.

7

HgCCTe layers were subsequently grown at 415 C on these CdTe buffer
layers.

For all these runs, the buffer layers were grown at 350 0 C.

5 shows the morphology of a NICT layer grown on GaAs.

Figure

The layer is mirror-

like to the unaided eye, but a small number of hillocks (about 500/sq. cm in
number) are visible when viewed under the microscope.

MCT layer grown on

bulk CdTe substrates under ideal conditions do not result in such hillocks,
indicating that they probably originate during the growth of CdTe buffer
layers.

The composition of these hillocks was checked by energy dispersive

X-ray analysis and was found to be identical to the composition of the
surrounding layer.

It is well known that the growth rate of HgTe increases

near defects or sample edges because these provide easy nucleating sites.
Hence, any defect or kink site on the CdTe epilayer will probably result in
a hillock in the MCT layer.

Such defects can be expected to occur, in the

form of stacking faults,(16) because of the large lattice mismatch between
CdTe and GaAs.
Hall and resistivity measurements were made from 10 to 300 K by
means of the Van der Pauw method, patterned in the form of a cloverleaf,
with a magnetic field strength of 2.1 kG.
contacts in all these measurements.

Indium solder was used for the

Figure 6 shows the Hall mobility versus

temperature data for a MCT layer of composition x = 0.2.

This layer was

grown with a CdTe buffer layer thickness of 2.6 microns, and had a MCT layer
thickness of 5.6 microns.

The maximum value of the mobility for this layer

is 2.1 x 105 cm2 /V sec at 80 K.
Figure 7 shows the Hall coefficient (RH) as a function of inverse
temperature for the layer shown in Figure 6.

From the value of RH at low

IItemperature

( e 10 K), the carrier concentraticn in this layer is estimated
015
-3
to be approximately 2.3 x 10
cm

.

...
• • - - ...
,,
--.,- '.. .,/,
. ii..i'.
,.[

L,.

.

..

8
.*

The effect of the buffer layer thickness on the properties of the
MCT layers was also studied.

Figure 8 presents the electron mobility at 80

K, for a number of MCT layers with x in the 0.18 to 0.21 range.

All layers

were grown under identical conditions except that the thickness of the CoTe
film was varied.

The composition variation x over a 5 mm x 5 mm region was

approximately 0.01.
Sstrong

We note that the thickness of the buffer layer has a

effect on the electron mobility in the MCT layers.

This is because,

as the CdTe layer thickness is reduced, more of the strain due to the large
lattice mismatch is accommodated in the MCT layer.
-

The electron concentration for these layers measured at 77 K, fell

17
monotonically from 3.3 x 10
-

layer thickness.

3
/cm

16
to 1.2 x 10

3
/cm

for increasing buffer

One possible cause for this behavior is the doping of MCT

layers by gallium diffusion from the substrate through the CdTe buffer
layer.

However, the electrical properties of our CdTe buffer layers have

shown that they are semi-insulating.

Hence, doping from the GaAs substrate

can be discounted as the reason for this relatively high doping.

We believe

that the electron concentration in MCT layers with a thin CdTe buffer
results from strain, since strain induced defects are known to act as n-type

r

r

in MCT.

(17)

A CdTe layer thickness of 2-3 microns was found necessary

to

fully accommodate the lattice mismatch between GaAs and CdTe systems, and
give layers with a large value of Hall
concentration.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies done on CaTe

layers grown on GaAs by other workers (16 ' 18

"*

dislocations near the CdTe/GaAs

I

..

mobility, and low carrier

)

have shown that the density of

interface is approximately 101/cm2 .

At

distances exceeding 2-3 microns, the dislocation density was reduced to

I"
|

9

105 /cm 2 suggesting that the misfit stress between CdTe and GaAs is effectively accommodated over this distance.

Our study also supports the above

view from the measurements of the transport properties.

4.

CONCLUSION

The OMVPE growth of MCT layers, grown on GaAs substrates, with an
intermediate buffer layer of CdTe, was demonstrated.

Except for the

presence of a few hillocks, the morphology of the layers are featureless.
More studies

need to be done to determine the cause of these hillocks, and

for their reduction.

The transport properties of these layers were

reported, and their high quality established by this data.

These electrical

measurements indicate that the misfit stress between GaAs and CdTe is accommodated between 2-3 microns from the CdTe/GaAs interface.

However, a

detailed study will be required to confirm this point.
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FIGURES
Figure 1:

A 2-6 micron thick CdTe layer on GaAs.

The reflection of the

1 mm scale markers demonstrates its specular character.
Figure 2:

Morphology of CdTe layers grown on (100) GaAs misoriented 2-

(110).
Figure 3:

Growth rate
);

Figure 4:

as a function of (a) PDETe with PDMCd : 5 x 10

(b) PDMCd with PDET: 5 x 10

(I

atm (0).

The ratio of the intensity of the Cd vacancy-donor complex
defect peak to the boundary exciton peak, plotted as a function

r

of PD d/PDETe
Figure 5:

Morphology of Hg1

CdxTe layer grown on (100) GaAs.

The thick-

ness of the CdTe buffer layer is 0.2 microns and composition x
0.2.
Figure 6:

Electron mobility in HgCdTe (x _ 0.2) as a function of
temperature.

The layer was grown witt 2.6 micron thick CdTe

buffer layer.
Figure 7:

Hall coefficient versus reciprocal temperature for the layer of
Figure 6.

Figure 8:

Electron mobility in HgCdTe layers, as a function of the CdTe
buffer layer thickness.
parenthesis.

4"A.

The composition x is shown in
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ABSTRACT

Hg1 _xCdxTe layers have been grown on CdTe substrates using dimethylcadmium,

*

diethlytelluride and mercury in a horizontal reactor.

Details of

conditions for growth of these layers is provided in this paper.

Specular

surfaces of HglxCdxTe with x

30 -(110)

oriented

CdTe substrates.

>

0.15 were obtained on (100)

The morphology of the layers with various com-

positions is also presented here.

Both n-type and p-type layers could be

obtained The mobility of these layers was measured over the temperature
range of 10 K to 300 K.

The mobility of n-type of Hg.

8 1

Cd. 1 9 Te layers,

measured at 2.1 kGauss, was 3.0 x 105 cm 2/V-sec at 60 K, falling to 2 x 105
2
cm /V-sec at 10 K. P-type layers were also grown, and are described in this
paper.

Anomalous behavior was observed in some of these p-type layers.

Reasons for this behavior are presented in this paper.

• o

3
Introduction
The epitaxial

growth of Hgl_xCdxTe has received considerable atten-

tion during the past several years, because it potentially can yield
layers of better electrical
Moreover,

active

quality than those grown by bulk methods.

active thin layers are required in a number of integrated circuit

type applications using this material.
for the growth of these layers;

Several methods have been reported

among them, organometallic

vapor phase

epitaxy (OMVPE) Is a very promising candidate.
The growth of Hgl_xCdxTe by OMVPE
(1-5)

was reported by several

workers

but no detailed experimental conditions such as the reactant partial

pressures are available. Our own work on the growth of this material, and on
the results of electrolyte electroreflectance measurements taken on these

I

flayers,

was reported in two communications (6,7).
In this paper, we report on the details of growth of HgCdTe, and on
electrical characteristics of both p- and n-type layers.

The work

repre-

sents an extensicn of our work on the growth of HgTe by CMVPE (8).

Epitaxial growth of HgCdTe was carried out at atmospheric pressure in
a quartz horizontal reactor tube, using palladium purified hydrogen as the
carrier gas.

Diethyltelluride (DETe)

were used as organcmetallic
introduced

..

1.

"''

" :-

sources of Te and Cd

(DONCa)

respectively,

vapors
and were

by bubbling hydrogen through the respective bubblers which were

Alfa-Ventron, Danvers, Massachusetts

' '"

and Dimethylcadmium

", - . , . " • _

_. '

01923

-.

U

' , :' ' '

F-.

4
4
held at 15:C.

The mercury source was provided by passing hydrogen over

mercury which was held at 300T.
The main reactor tube was 51 mm diameter and used a 25 x 25 x 60 mm
RF-heated graphite susceptor placed 6 cm from the inlet.

Susceptor tempera-

ture was monitored by means of a quartz-sheathed Type K thermocouple in a
6.5 mm hole in the rear of the susceptor.

The tube wall in front of the

susceptor was heated to prevent mercury condensation.
-

A temperature of 200

250°C was used for this purpose.
2
Substrates used for epitaxial deposition were (100) CdTe wafers

4 mm x 4 mm in size, misoriented 30
polished on one face.

towards the (110) direction, and

These were first cleaned in organic solvents, after

which about 20 microns was etched off in a 2% Br-methanol solution to result
in highly polished surfaces.
Growth runs were made at substrate temperatures from 400with the hydrogen set to 1 Z/min.

430YC,

Once growth was terminated, the total

hydrogen flow was increased to 3.2 2./min to facilitate a faster cool down.
The hydrogen flow was maintained until the susceptor reached

150:C, from

which point onwards nitrogen gas was used to purge the system.

The samples

were removed from the system when the susceptor temperature fell below 100O

C.
The thickness of the deposited layer was measured gravimetrically.

I:

Both the composition-dependent specific gravity, as well as growth on sample
edges, were taken into account for this computation.

(2 )Two-Six Incorporated, Saxonburg, Pennsylvania

ILl

16056

In some cases,

5
thickness was verified by scribing the substrates and then observing with
the aid of a scanning electron microscope.

No separate etching was neces-

sary to delineate the interface.

of

The composition of the deposited layers was determined by from a plot
vs photon energy. A Perkin-Elmer Model 298 double-beam spectro-

photometer with a CdTe wafer in the reference beam was used for this
purpose.

Layer thicknesses were in the 3-5 wm range.

Electrical measure-

ments were made by the van der Pauw technique, on a clover leaf pattern
Swhich

was delineated in the epitaxial layer.

Ohmic contacts were made to

these layers by means of indium solder.

Results and Discussion
Initial runs were made over a wide range of reactor conditions in
order to establish the conditions for the growth of good epitaxial layers.

I

From these, it was found that the composition of the epitaxial layer was
primarily determined by the DMCd flux in the gas phase, and secondarily by
the partial pressures of CETe and mercury,

for the growth of HgCd Te.
Hg8 C .2

Material with this composition was ',btained at 415SC when the partial pressure of mercury was 0.04 atms,

the partial pressure of CETe was

2.5 x 10-3 atms and the partial pressure of CMCd was 5 x 10-5 atms.

A total

hydrogen flow of I Z/min was used in conjunction with these growth
conditions.

The wall temperature was generally kept at around 230-C; this

temperature was chosen to prevent mercury condensation on the wall in front
of the susceptor.

Iii
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6
Layer Morphology:

CdTe substrates with (100) and (100) 30.

(110) orienta-

tion were used to investigate the optimum orientation for the growth of
HgCdTe.

Mirror shiny layers could be obtained on all

oriented CdTe substrates, for Hg1 _xCdxTe layer with 0.15

<

(100) 3J - (110)
x

<

0.5.

Growth

on (100) oriented substrates resulted in non-specular layers with a high
density of hillocks.

Consequently, all further work was confined to mis-

oriented substrates.
The composition of the layer was found to have strong influence on
the growth morphology.

IL

This is illustrated in Fig. I where the morphology

of HgCdTe layers of different compositions are shown.

Figure 1(a) shows the

layer morphology cf HgTe, which reveals large irregular steps with a very
rough, hazy looking surface.

A small addition of CdTe dramatically improves

the surface morphology, as seen in Fig.

1(b).

Here, Hg1 _xCdxTe with a

composition x = 0.06 had steps which are much closer together but are still
-

clearly visible.
(beyond x

_

As the CdTe fracticn in the layer is increased further,

0.15), these steps are mostly annihilated resulting in specular

surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

The reason for this rapid improvement in

surface morphology can be explained as follows (1).

:n the absence of Cd,

once a nucleating site is formed, further nucleation in the vicinity of this
site is unlikely due to the weak bond strength between Hg and Te (
kcal/mole).
until

13

Any adsorbed mercury will probably diffuse along the surface

It reaches a growth step.

The presence of Cd will Increase the den-

sity of nucleating sites because of the stronger bond strength between Cd
•

and Te ( -23 kcal/mole).

Hence, the nucleating sites will coalesce together

to result in smooth surface morphology.

Iq
II"4

7

Growth Rate and Composition:

The susceptor temperature had a strong in-

fluence on the growth rate and composition of the layers, as shown in Fig. 2
_

and Fig. 3 respectively.

This behavior can be explained by noting that the

growth rate of HgTe increases rapidly as the susceptor tenperature is
creased, due to increased DETe decomposition (8,9).

On the other hand, the

growth of CdTe is relatively constant above 4000C (10).
h

in-

Hence, the increase

in the growth rate in Fig. 2 is largely due to an increase in the deposition
of HgTe at higher temperature.

This will cause a reduction in the composi-

tion x of the layer with temperature as seen in Fig. 3.

Excellent control

of the susceptor temperature was found to be critical in obtaining uniformity in composition, both across the wafer and as a function of the layer
thickness.

The composition variation x across the wafer was determined

using energy dispersion X-ray analysis and was found to be x . 0.01.

Nobility and

a.IIffgejLIant:

The variation in the Hall mobility was

examined over a temperature range of 10 K to 300 K and for a magnetic field
strength of 2.1 kG

for Hgl

CdxTe samples with x <0.3.

Good ohmic behavior

over the full temperature range was achieved by the use of indium contacts
-

for this range of composition.
The effects of temperature on the mobility for three n-type samples
are shown in Fig. 4.

These samples were obtained by keeping the mercury

partial pressure unchanged during cool down to 1002C.
representative of extrinsic n-type samples.

These results are

Since the electrcn mobility is

much higher than the hole mobility for these layers, the values given at all
temperatures can be taken as the electron mobility, even though the material

IIis

intrinsic

at higher temperatures.

The rapid fall of the electron

mobility at temperatures above approximately 100 K results
,.

from the

8
dominance of lattice scattering mechanisms.
mobility at low temperature

The slight fall in electron

(10-50 K) can best be explained by taking

ionized impurity scattering effects into account (11).

The effects of these

two scattering mechanisms result in a maximum in the mobility characteristic
at around 60 K.

The mobility of these samples fell by only about 7% when

the applied magnetic field was increased from 2.1 KG to 4.5 KG, thus conAin

firming that the material is truly extrinsic.
The Hall coefficient RH versus temperature for these three samples is
plotted

in Fig. S.

This coefficient is negative at-low temperatures

(because an excess of donors dominate extrinsic conduction), and remains
negative in the intrinsic range at higher temperatures (because the electron
mobility is greater than the hole mobility).
No carrier freeze-out into discrete impurity levels was observed even
up to 10 K.

This behavior is consistent with the very low effective mass of

conduction band electrons; as a consequence the donor level is merged into
the conduction band so that the electron concentration remains constant at
all temperatures

(12).

Extrinsic electron concentrations were calculated

from the low temperature Hall coefficient assuming no

CH

(q PH )

,

and were

is -3
in the range 1 - 5 x 1015 cm
The effect of composition on the Hall coefficient is also seen from
the three curves of Fig 5.

For the sample with composition x

=

0.19, the

Hall coefficient shows intrinsic behavior over a wide temperature rarge
above 50 K whereas for samples with x

I

=

0.25, the intrinsic region in the

Hall coefficient is present above approximately 100 K.

Eelow !C0 K, the RH

shows extrinsic behavior and has a constant value of 6600 cm 3/C.

. -•
.. -. . - ..
-.

:

".
. '- .
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For

i-

k

9

samples with composition x below 0.17, which have zero or negative bandgap,
no extrinsic region in the Hall coefficient is observed and the RH value
will continue to increase down to the lowest temperatures.

For the example

shown with x = 0.16, extrinsic behavior is not observed, even at 13 K.
P-type layers were obtained when the samples were removed from the

-

reactor, into air, upon reaching 350'C.

If residual impurities are not

dominant, this should result in p-type layers, as obtained here [13].

r

The

hole mobility and Hall coefficient versus temperature curves for two p-type
Hg0 .8 Cdo .2Te samples are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively.
shows normal p-type behavior.

Sample A

Here, the Hall coefficient is negative at

higher temperatures because the material

is intrinsic and the electron

mobility is higher than the hole mobility.

The change over from negative to

positive Hall coefficient takes place at about 50 K.

The hole mobility is

2

about 600 cm /V-sec at 15 K which is the typical value reported for lightly
:

doped Hg0 8Cdo• 2 Te samples (14).
16

I x 10

The p-type carrier concentration is about

-3

cm

temperature.

which

is obtained

from the Hall

coefficient at low

No clear extrinsic region in the Hall ccefficlent is seen,

probably because the extrinsic region and the region at which R

reverses

sign overlap.
The situation is somewhat different, however, for sample B which
shows anomalous behavior.

Here, the Hall coefficient does not reverse sign

at low temperature# but remains negative and low.
-.

resistivity

is

often observed

In samples of this

A rapid rise in the

type at low

temperature.

One explanat'cn for this behavior , at least qualitatively, is that a sur-

1,
r-.

face oxide is produced during the cool down phase, resulting in an n-type
surface inversion layer on the p-type epitaxial

film (15,16).

This can

10

effectively isolate the bulk of the film from the external
tivity

probes at low temperature.

Hence,

Hall

and resis-

low temperature electrical

measurements will give the mobility and carrier concentration of this inversion layer rather than the electrical

properties of the p-type epitaxial

film.
An alternate possibility

is that the epitaxial

carrier concentration, being n-type at the surface and
with depth.

film is graded in

increasingly p-type

This may come about because the sample is cooled down to 35& C

in a mercury rich ambient, resulting in an n-type surface, whereas the bulk
of the layer may remain p-type because of the presence of mercury vacancies.
This could cause a n-p junction to form at low temperature and result in the
electrical characteristic described here.
Electrical

anomalies of this type have been
117

samples having hole concentration less than 2 x 10

reported for HgCcTe
-3
cm

anomaly encountered in HgCdTe is the double crossover

.

.

Another type of

(17)

where the Hall

coefficient changes sign twice, going from negative to positive and back to
negative as the temperature is reduced from 500 K to 4K.

Hgl_xCdxTe layers have been grown on misoriented
strates

by

OMVPE

using

elemental

mercury, CETe

(IO)

and

CdTe sub-

DMCd.

Their

characteristics have been studied at different growth temperatures.

The

morphology of the layers with various composition was presented.

was

It

found that specular surfaces could be obtained for layers with composition
x

0.15.

The elc:trical characteristics of the layers were studied over the

temperature range 10 K to 300 K.

p

Measurements of these layers show that

U

7

*

-
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L
II
their properties are comparable to the best bulk and epitaxial [2] material
which can be obtained today.

U

f
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IFIGURES
n
Figure 1:

Optical micrographs of Hgl_xCdxTe epitaxial
different compositions (a) x
The markers are 25

Figure 2:

=

0

(b) x

=

0.06

layers of three
(c)

x

0. 2.

m long.

Growth rate of Hgl_xCdxTe layer versus susceptor temperature.

PHg = 0.04 atm, PDMCd

=

4 x 10

atm, PDETe

=

2.5 x 10

atm and

total flow = 1 z/min.
Figure 3:

Variation

in the composition x as a function of the susceptor

temperature, for the same reactor conditions as shown in Figure
2.
Figure 4:

Variation of Hall mobility with temperature for three n-type
Hg l_xCdxTe layers.

Figure 5:

with reciprocal temperature

The variation of Hall-coefficient R

H
for the samples of Figure
Figure 6:

-

the Hall mobility as a function of temperature for two p-type
Hgl_xCdxTe layers.

Figure 7:

S.

Nominal composition x = 0.2.

The Hall-coefficient RH as a function of reciprocal temperatures
for the samples of Figure 6.
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ABSTRACT
"L

This paper presents some experimental results to explain mechanisms
involved in the growth of CdTe by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy
(OMVPE).

A pyrolysis study of dimethylcadmium (DMCd) was conducted in an

OMYPE reactor,

in the temperature

range 230 to 4000C.

It was found that

dimethylcadmium decomposes above approximately 2300C and the reaction is
heterogeneous from 230 to 375°C.

CdTe growth was also studied over a range

of temperature from 300 to 375*C and for various reactor parameters.

In all

cases, the CdTe deposition rate was found to be closely related to the
decomposition of dimethylcadmium.

A model is presented to explain

the CdTe

growth at low temperatures where diethyltelluride is very stable of itself.
.-

CdTe growth. using diethyltelluride and elemental cadmium, was demonstrated,
and supports this model.

The growth rate of CdTe was studied as a function

of the partial pressure of DMCd and DETe, and the results explained in light
of this growth model.

o.1

3
1.

INTRODUCTION

IThere

is considerable

interest (1-6) in the growth of CdTe films, by

organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE), on a variety of substrates.
Recently, the growth of high quality material has been reported by this
process.

This study is an attempt to increase our understanding of

the

reaction mechanisms involved during the epitaxial growth of this
semiconductor.

The study is restricted to the growth of CdTe by the

pyrolysis of dimethylcadmium (DMCd) and diethyltelluride (DETe), a commonly
used approach for the OMVPE of CdTe today.
The pyrolysis of DMCd has been studied previously in a static system
by Laurie and Long (7).

at temperatures below 300'C.

the removal of the first methyl radical

They

proposed that

is the rate determining step, the

second methyl radical detaching itself immediately after removal of the
first.

From experiments with various surface to volume ratios, it was

concluded that the pyrolysis is partly heterogeneous and partly homogeneous.
The energy required for the removal of the first methyl radical was found to
be 43.5 + 1.2 Kcal/mole, whereas that for the removal of the second methyl
radical was calculated to be 21.4 + 4 Kcal/mole.

Similar studies were

conducted by Price and Trotman-Dickerson (8) in a flowing system with
toluene as the carrier gas in the temperature range 469-571'C.

They also

found similar values for the energy required for the removal of the first
and second methyl group from DMCd molecule.

In addition, they found that

the decomposition was homogeneous over this range of temperatures.

Although

these studies represent a good starting point, the information is of limited
value here because of the presence of the other reactants and also because
of the presence of large amounts of hydrogen during the OMVPE of CdTe.

I.'

V--
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A more relevant study of the pyrolysis of DMCd and DETe using
hydrogen as the carrier gas has been reported by Mullin et al.,

(2). They

carried out the pyrolysis by diluting the alkyl vapors in hydrogen before
feeding them into a heated silica tube.

Their study showed that DMCd is

relatively unstable and its decomposition takes place above about 3000C.

On

the other hand, little or no decomposition of DETe was observed below 380 0 C.
Quite different results were obtained when DMCd and DETe were
simultaneously introduced into the system.
decomposition was observed for the DETe.

Now, a much higher percentage of
Also, an appreciable growth rate

of CdTe was observed, even at 3500C where DETe was found to be very stable
(2).

They have proposed that DMCd and DETe may react to form adducts or

complexes which can decompose at these lower temperatures, to lead to the
formation of CdTe (9).

5In

a recent paper, Mullin et al.,

(10) had cast some doubt whether

adduct formation actually takes place in DMCd/DETe systems.

Their

observation was based on the work of Czerniak and Easton (11) who conducted
-

a study of the pyrolysis of DMCd and DETe by in-situ gas sampling and
analysis using a quadrupole mass spectrometer.

...

Their study showed that the

thermal decomposition of DMCd alone occurred in the range 200 - 300C
whereas DETe decomposed only above 410°C.

The percentage decomposition

versus temperature curve of DETe was shifted down by 100'C in the presence
of DMCd.

In addition, the onset of decomposition of DETe fell by about 50'C

in the presence of Te deposits, suggesting that the DETe decomposition is
auto-catalyzed.

No change in the decomposition behavior of DETo was

observed if the reactor tube was previously coated with Cd.
found no evidence of adducts (or their fractions)

ILw

Finally, they

in the reaction chamber.
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Kuznetsov, et al.,

(12) studied the growth of CdTe using (C113 )2 Cd and

(CH )2Te in a hot wall reactor.
32
range 200

-

Growth of CdTe was found to occur in the

400 C, where (CE3)2Te does not decompose by itself

(13).

They

proposed that (CH3)2Cd decomposes into Cd(CH 3 ) which reacts with (CH3)2Te,
probably forming unstable complexes of the type E(CH 3 )Cd . Te(CH3)], which
decomposes with the formation of CdTe.

However, no experimental studies

were done to establish that complex formation indeed took place.
In this paper, we propose an alternate model to explain the CdTe
growth process.

Experimental results are presented which support our model,

and should be useful in better understanding the actual reaction mechanism
involved in the growth process.

1

2.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental system used for this study is a conventional OMATE

reactor, of the type used for the growth of HgCdTe, which has been described

a"

previously (14).

The reaction chamber of this system consists of a 51 mm

I.D. horizontal quartz tube, with 10 cm long clam-shell heater

in front of

an r.f. heated susceptor.

The radial uniformity of the clam-shell heater

was measured to be + 20 C.

Palladium purified hydrogen was used as the

carrier gas, and dimethylcadmium and diethyltelluride as the organometallic
source chemicals.
study.

Single crystal sapphire substrates were used for this

These were of large area

(2 cm 2 ) to minimize experimental error in

the growth data, which was based on weight measurements.
I
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3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(i) Decomposition of DMCd:

introducing

A decomposition study was carried out by

DMCd vapor diluted in hydrogen into the reactor.

A series of

experiments were conducted with reactor wall temperatures ranging from 230
400 0 C.

-

The total flow was kept at 500 m2/min and the partial pressure of

DMCd was kept at 2 x 10

-3

atms for all these experiments.

not heated for these experiments.

The susceptor was

However, its temperature was monitored,

and found to be under 150'C for all the runs.

A large area sapphire

substrate was placed on this susceptor and the amount of deposit was
measured for each experiment.

The material deposited was a conducting film

of cadmium, as verified by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDXS).
Figure 1 shows the amount of Cd deposited as a function of reactor
wall temperature over the 275-400 0 C range.

It can be assumed here that this

amount is a constant fraction of the total amount of DMCd decomposed, since
careful attention was placed to susceptor design in order to minimize backflow in the reactor.

A discontinuous film was obtained at reactor wall

temperatures below 275'C, so that weight measurement could not be
interpreted with accuracyp hence these data are not shown.

Elowever,

it

should be noted that the discontinuous film was also of cadmium, and growth
was observed even at temperatures as low as 230'C.
We note from Fig. 1 that the deposition of Cd was higher than
expected at the
L

wall temperature of 400'C.

This may be caused by

turbulence, which could result in the onset of homogeneous decomposition,
addition to heterogeneous decomposition.
small amounts of black deposits at 400"C.

Iconcentrated
Ima

HCl as does cadmium.

We also note the formation of
These did not dissolve in

It is highly probable that DMCd may

in

7

polymerize at this temperature to give rise to these deposits (8).

However,

their exact nature is unclear at the present time.

•

A decomposition study of DMCd was also made with the reactor wall
kept at room temperature, and the susceptor temperature varied from 230

-

-3
360'C.

The partial pressure of DMCd was kept

for these experiments.

In all

in the 2-20 x 10

atm. range

cases, no deposit was observed on sapphire

substrates placed on the susceptor, although cadmium deposition was observed
on the reactor wall in the cooler regions downstream in every case.
Based on this study, we conclude that the decomposition of DMCd is
heterogenously catalysed in the temperature range studied.
rformation
L

is expected, at least below 350°C.

No gas phase Cd

This conclusion is based on

the following observations:

(i)

The activation energy for the deposition of Cd from DMCd was
found to be 20.8 Kcal/mole from Fig. 1.

This is much lower

than the dissociation energy of 45 Kcal/mole reported (8) for
=-

the removal of the first methyl-carbon bond.

If homogeneous

decomposition were dominant, the activation energy of the
decomposition would correspond to the breakage of the first
methyl bond (7,8) since the second methyl bond is known to
detach itself immediately after the removal of the first.

I

(ii)

When DMCd vapors were passed over the heated substrate, no
deposition of Cd was observed even at temperatures as high as
3600C.

The partial pressure of DMCd used was many times

higher (e.g.,-50 times at 3500C) than the equilibrium vapor
pressure of cadmium over cadmium at all growth temperatures.
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If the reaction were homogeneous and an appreciable percent of
DMCd were to dissociate (11).
the heated substrate.

we would expect Cd deposition on

However, Cd deposition was only

observed on the colder regions of the reactor tube downstream.

The activation energy of 20.8 Kcal/mole observed for Cd deposition
closely agrees with the dissociation energy (21 Kcal/mole) of the second
methyl-carbon bond.

From this observation, we conclude that demethylation

of the second methyl group is the rate determining step and hence this bond
energy may correspond to the activation energy for the DMCd decomposition.
This assumes that the removal of the first methyl group is very fast, in
this surface catalyzed reaction, even though the dissociation energy for

this bond was found to be 45 Kcal/mole in the earlier studies.

In addition,

the presence of large amounts of hydrogen can also facilitate the removal of
the first methyl radical.

Alternatively, the equivalence of these two

activation energies may be just a coincidence.
We believe that the first hypothesis is more likely here.

However,

this decomposition study should be repeated on different surfaces or under
different reactor flow conditions in order to establish this hypothesis.
(ii)

Effect of Temperature on CdTe Deposition:

CdTe was deposited

on sapphire substrates by introducing DETe vapors into the reactor, in
addition to DMCd.
2 x 10

The partial pressures of DMCd and DETe both were kept at

atms, and the total flow at 500 m Z/min.

For these experiments,

the reactor wall was always kept at room temperature.
Figure 2 shows the variation of the amount of CdTe deposit as a
function of substrate temperature.

Here, the activation energy for the

deposition of CdTe was found to be of about 22 Kcal/mole over the

9
temperature range investigated.

This value agrees reasonably closely with

the activation energy measured for the deposition of Cd, in the experiments
outlined earlier. This would imply that the amount of CdTe deposited is
*

:.

determined by the amount of DMCd decomposed (if DMCd is not very much in
excess).

It is also seen that appreciable amount of CdTe deposition was

observed, even at 300°C.

This agrees very well with the findings of Mullin

et al.
The above experiments were repeated for various growth conditions,

r

and the results presented Fig. 3.

In all cases, the activation energy for

the deposition of CdTe at low temperatures (< 350'C) was found to be-22
"L

Kcal/mole, within experimental error.

However, lowering the total flow rate

or the reactant partial pressure had a pronounced effect on the growth
behavior at higher temperatures.

For example, a fall off in the deposition

rate is observed above 400 0 C when the total gas flow was 1 Z/min in Figure
3.

This is because of the increased reactant depletion on the reactor wall

in front of the susceptor.

Increasing the gas velocity in the system, while

keeping reactant pressures constant, resulted in eliminating this fall off,
and supports this observation.
The values reported in the literature for the activation energy of
CdTe deposition are not in complete agreement.

Mullin, et al.,

(2) have

used (100) single crystal CdTe and observed a constant growth rate from
500 0 C down to about 3600C, and then a sharp fall off at lower temperatures,
with an activation energy of 75 Kcal/mole.

They have suggested that the

high value observed here is caused by the difficulty of nucleating on a
* -single

N

crystal substrate.

Cole et al (15) have also observed a similar

sharp fall off in the growth rate with a decrease in temperature, even
though they used sapphire substrates.

Ghandhi and Bhat (4) have observed a

I,
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value of 16 Kcal/mole when the growth was done on InSb substrates over the
350-400 'C temperature range.

However, in all the above studies, the number

of experimental points below 360*C are too few to make any definitive
judgment.
Kuznetsov, et al.,

(12) have observed an-activation energy of

approximately 24 [cal/mole for CdTe deposition on (0001)S CdS substrates
using

(CH3 )2 Cd and (CH3 )2 Te

in H

They observed the same value when CdSe

was grown on (ll1)GaP using (CH3 )2 Cd and (CH3 )2Se (16). In this work, which

was carried out over the 250 - 480'C range, we have consistently observed a
value of around 22 Kcal/mole for temperatures below 350°C.
(iii)
*.

CdTe Growth Using DETe and Elemental Cd:

carried out by introducing elemental Cd
as the Te source.

vapor into the reactor, with DETe

The growth was done with the reactor wall and the

susceptor both kept at the same temperature.
used.

CdTe growth was

A total flow of 500 mZ/min was

The growth of CdTe was accomplished on both sapphire and cadmium

telluride substrates at temperatures as low as 230°C, where DETe is very
stable of itself.

Infrared transmission measurements have shown that the

deposits were indeed single crystal CdTe.

It

is seen from this result that

the presence of elemental Cd enhances the decomposition of DETe.

Moreover,

we have shown earlier that the presence of DMCd also enhances the
decomposition of DETe.
(iv).

Growth Model:

Based on the preceeding experiments, we propose that

the CdTe deposition occurs by the following mechanisms:

• .(CH)

* . .
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O

(CH)

2

Cd

H2
-

H
(CH3 )

2,
2

Cd

+ CH4(g)

(CH ) Cd

,

Cd

+ CH4

(2)

(g)

(3)

3...

where

represents adsorbed molecules.
If reaction (2) is fast compared to reaction (3), (which is possible,

because of its heterogenous nature) the activation energy for the Cd
deposition would correspond to the dissociation energy of the second methylcarbon bond.
In the absence of any DETe, the decomposed Cd may leave the surface.
because no overpressure of Cd is present to prevent its evaporation in a
flowing open tube system.

If DETe is present however,

physisorbed, accompanied by surface diffusion.
can be enhanced by the presence of Cd

*
Cd

,
+ (C2 H5)2 Te

,

it can be

Now, the decomposition DETe

as follows:

H2
H2
-

2C2H 6

+ CdTe(s)

(4)

The above reaction is probable because the establishment of the Cd-Te
bond can facilitate the breaking of the To-ethyl bond of DETe molecules
adsorbed on or near cadmium.

The vapor pressure of both of the elements

over CdTe is low, [less than 10

-

torr at 350'C over CdTe (17)], so that

evaporation of CdTe is not expected.

However, the growth rate will be

1

12

limited by the kinetic processes which determine the decomposition of DMCd
and physisorption and surface diffusion of DETe.

In the present case,

reaction (3) will be the rate determining step below 350'C.
The process described here, i.e., the heterogeneous decomposition of
organometallics, has been observed in other systems as well.

For example,

trimethylgallium breaks down (18) on arsenic coated surfaces at temperatures
in the vicinity of 285 0 C.

In contrast, the decomposition of

trimethylgallium into gallium in

the absence of As bearing species only

occurs at temperatures above 800*C.
to the above argument.
et al.

(13),

This observation also renders support

The same type of behavior was observed by Kuznetsov,

in the growth of CdTe and CdSe.

In their study of the growth

of CdTe using (CH3 )2 Cd and (CB3 )2 Te, it was reported that the activation
energy for the growth was

25 Kcal/mole in the 200 - 300

0

C range.

The

same value was also observed by these authors (16) in case of CdSe
deposition, using (CH3 )2 Cd and (CH3 )2Se.

Both studies suggest that the

decomposition of the second methyl group from the dimethylcadmium is the
rate limiting step in the growth.
In a mass spectrometric study of DETe decomposition, Czerniak and
Easton (11) did not observe any difference whether the reactor wall were
pre-coated with Cd or not.

This does not contradict our observation here

because a pre-coated reactor will become covered with a monolayer of CdTe,
Sonce

the DETe is introduced.

In our case, there is a steady supply of Cd so

that a fresh Cd surface is continually generated.

Moreover, using an

elemental Cd source, we have shown in this work that.CdTe can be grown at
temperatures as low as 2300C, where DETe is found to be very stable.

13

(iv) CdTe Growth from DMCd and DETe:

We have grown CdTe on Al 203

(100) CdTe, (100) GaAs and (100) InSb substrates, using DMCd and DETe as the
alkyl sources.

Essentially, similar growth characteristics were noted, and

are illustrated here for the case of CdTe on InSb.

Figure 4 shows the

effect of increasing the DETe flow rate on the growth rate of CdTe.

For

-4
these experiments, the partial pressure of DMCd (PDMCd) was kept at 1 x 10

atm. with a total flow of 3Z /min.

The susceptor temperature was 360*C.

The growth rate is sublinear with PDET
P

DMCd

/P

DETe

ratio of approximately 6.

and finally saturates for a
One important observation is that the

growth rate of CdTe continues to increase even when P
DETe

P
DMCd*

On the other hand, the effect of DMCd on the growth rate (see Fig. 5)
is different to that of Fig. 4.
different values of PDETe

.

*

Here, growth rate curves are shown for two

It is seen that the CdTe growth rate saturates

for P
-P
DMCd
DETe"
The following conclusions can be drawn from these data.
growth rate is sublinear with both P

First, the

and P
and can be modelled using
DETe

DMCd

a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism (14,19).
kinetically controlled, even at 360oC.

This suggests that the growth is

However, the rate limiting step in

the growth at this temperature is not the decomposition of DMCd, because
complete decomposition to Cd is expected to occur (2,12).
difference in the growth behavior with P

DMCd

Next, the

and P
suggests that the
DETe
ssta
h

adsorption to desorption rate of DMCd is very high compared to that of DETe.
This comes about because DMCd decomposes into Cd and becomes chemisorbed
soon after adsorption.

On the other hand no such reaction occurs in case of

DETe, until DETe come in the vicinity of the adsorbed Cd molecules.

I,2

*.~~-7

.

7Z~
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These observations also support the arguments of the proposed growth
model.

CONCLUSION
The pyrolysis of DMCd in hydrogen was studied in order to obtain
information about the reaction mechanisms involved in CdTe growth.

It was

found that DMCd decomposed above approximately 230°C and that the reaction
was heterogeneous.

CdTe growth was also studied over a range of

temperatures from 300 C - 3750C.

Here, the CdTe deposition rate was closely

related to the decomposition rate of DMCd.

A model was presented to explain

CdTe growth at low temperatures, where DETe is known to be stable.

CdTe

growth was also carried out at 250°C using DETe and elemental Cd to support
this model.

U

and PDMCdI

The growth rate of CdTe was also studied as a function of PDETe
again the result support the above growth model.
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FIGURES
Amount of Cd deposit

Figure 1

in 30 min. as a function of reactor wall

temperature.
Amount of CdTe deposit in 30 min. as a function of susceptor

Figure 2

temperature, T.
Amount of CdTe deposit in 30 min. as a function of susceptor

Figure 3

temperature, for various reactor conditions:

P

= 3 x 10

-4

atm, PDMCd

1 x 10

-4

atm, total flow

1 ,/min.

Lr

1

Q ,

Same as above, but total flow

,/,

P
DMCd

1

= 3

x 10

4

=

3 Z/min.

atm, PDETe = 1 x 10

-4

D~

atm, total flow

/min.

Growth rate of CdTe on InSb at 360'C, as a function of PDETe'

Figure 4

P

DMCd

= 1 x 10

-4 atmP total flow

= 3

;./min.

Growth rate of CdTe on InSb at 3600C, as a function of PDMCd"

Figure 5

Total flow = 3 ,/min.
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